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Peter Lewis-Just Like Jack
Rock music was taking new paths in the Sixties, right into previously uncharted
territory of sound exploration. And sometimes, that exploration just went right
back to the roots of the well-established sounds of folk, blues, jazz, and country.
Moby Grape took all these things and brought them together into a psychedelic
core. With all five members contributing songs and vocals, it was a democratic
arrangement resulting in some of the era’s finest albums. Among those five was
songwriter Peter Lewis, whose presence in the world of recorded music has been
entirely too rare since that magical time.
Until now. SteadyBoy Records is proud to release the first solo recording from
Lewis in over two decades. Just Like Jack is a poetic ramble down the road,
Kerouac-style, with the musical spirit of the great Moby Grape, still defying
easy category placement other than that of stellar songs sung from the heart.
Peter wrote every song on the album, one of which is a co-write with his late
great, Moby Grape band mate, Skip Spence, and its psychedelic groove recalls
the Grape at its finest. The soaring beauty of “Sailing” is only the beginning of
the free-spirited record that unfolds like beat poetry. You know. Just like Jack.
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Release date: June 16, 2017
Produced by Peter Lewis and Freddie Steady Krc
1. Be With Me 4:14
2. Courage 3:36
3. To the Hearse 3:09
4. Last Chance 4:08
5. Sailing 4:36
6. Screwball 2:29
7. These Blues 3:32
8. The Survivor 3:36
9. When 3:49
10. Just Like Jack 3:25
All songs by Peter Lewis except “Sailing” by Peter
Lewis and Skip Spence

Also available on vinyl from Shagrat Records with exclusive track "Valley Music
Festival" replacing "Screwball". (Shagrat Records ENT 023 12"/Hookah
Records XX003)
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